WHO MAKES UP THE 93rd GENERAL ASSEMBLY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES?

100 MEMBERS

24 WOMEN
76 MEN

EACH MEMBER REPRESENTS APPROX

30,000
ARKANSANS

78 REPUBLICANS
22 DEMOCRATS

16 FRESHMEN

20 SERVING 2nd TERM
17 SERVING 3rd TERM
20 SERVING 4th TERM
17 SERVING 5th TERM
10 SERVING 6th TERM

IN ORDER TO RUN FOR A HOUSE SEAT, A PERSON MUST BE:

A U.S. CITIZEN
A RESIDENT OF ARKANSAS FOR AT LEAST 2 YEARS
A RESIDENT OF HIS/HER DISTRICT FOR AT LEAST 1 YEAR
AT LEAST 21 YEARS OLD

ARKANSAS’ LEGISLATURE IS CONSIDERED A PART-TIME CITIZEN LEGISLATURE. MOST HOUSE MEMBERS HAVE FULL-TIME CAREERS IN ADDITION TO THEIR LEGISLATIVE OBLIGATIONS. MEMBERS COME FROM A WIDE RANGE OF PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUNDS. HAVING A DIVERSE MEMBERSHIP HELPS THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES MORE EFFECTIVELY SERVE THE PEOPLE OF ARKANSAS.

7 are Farmers, or have Agriculture backgrounds

10 Educators or retired Educators

6 Health Care Professionals includes doctors, dentist, nurses, & pharmacists

6 Attorneys or former Attorneys

12 Veterans